C And C++ Objective Type Questions With Answers
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C++ Multiple Choice Questions

c. By default all the struct members are public while by default class members are

Correct Answers to C++ MCQ Questions.

Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast

I can only get rid of the linker error by setting the type back to 'Objective-C.

MCQ Questions set with Answer on the category of C/C++ Programming Language. Following are the multiple choice questions on C Language with answers.

Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast

The client is a C++ based core wrapped in a objective-c++ cocoa app. The two apps share an custom class for process-type-based behaviour (see code below).

Objective-C, like C++, started life as a preprocessor.

result of +instanceMethodForSelector:
the appropriate type because I'm confident I'll get it wrong. and everything to do with your answer not actually addressing the question at hand.

It's a generic C type that Objective-C uses for an arbitrary object. For example, a

Q: – How can I link a C++ library into an Objective-C program?
You have two.

Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast At first, I attempted to do this with C++, but I'm not seeing any API that would allow for


Following questions cover all the questions related to C++ Inheritance.

C++ Programming - C++ Inheritance Multiple Choice Questions and Answers (C) When a base class is privately inherited, a private member of base class becomes.

I recently was wondering when to use C over C++, and vice versa? it took a while, I was able to digest all the answers and comments to that question. No experience with iOS/OSX but I hear those are the same with Objective-C. use the same, simple, rules that the language has with respect to types and function calls. Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast Is it possible to call an objective C method from a C++ class method? I am aware this has been answered to an extent but none of the accepted answers appear to be I don't know what is the frame's type and left it with a simple pointer. // Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast Any help or sample code to make POCO running with objective C project will be Objective-C++ compilation errors due to Xcode not respecting file type.
You need to name your.m files .mm. And you will be able to compile C++ code. Is it possible to learn Java without learning C/C++? Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast programmers. Deep in the API include: Unknown type name 'class', did you mean 'Class'? I have tried to bundle up the C++ bits into an Obj-C class extension. Below you'll find his answers to those questions. People will suffer atrocious syntax to get valuable functionality (C++ template I'd like to see higher-level concurrency models – the type-safe C++11 threads and locks are still too low level. The C. It is technically a completely different language from Objective-C though. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS Wrapping is a way of using private implementations to wrap your Objective C types and functions in C++ equivalents. This approach allows you to use your.
In C and C++, any time you need a void pointer, you can use another pointer type. TYPICAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS Each Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast programmers. I am mixing C++ code with Objective-C. So how can I fix this? Now improved with C++11 features!

Each C++ test consists of 5 questions. Every question starts with "What is the output of the following C++ program? These tests allow to enter and check the answer for each question multiple times.

"Applications must be originally written in Objective-C, C, C++ … and only and Objective-C stems from the inherent differences in their type systems."